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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 287,576, dated October 80, 1883. 
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To all, whon, it invally concern, 
Beit known that I, JOHN W. PosT, a citi 

zen of the United States, residing at New York, 
in the county of New York and State of New 

5 York, have invented certain new and useful Improvements in Sewing-Machines, of which 
the following is a specification, reference being 
had therein to the accompanying drawings. 
Myinvention relates to that class of sewing 

Io machines capable, by means of interchangea 
ble parts, of forming differentlkinds of stitches 
at the pleasure of the operator; and the object 
of my invention is to produce a machine adapt 
ed to sew a variety of stitches, and which is 

15 simple in construction, efficient in operation, 
and easily and quickly changed from one kind 
of stitch to another. I attain this object by 
means of the mechanism illustrated in the ac 
companying drawings, in which 

2O Figure 1 is a side elevation of my machine 
provided with mechanism for forming the lock 
stitch, the presser-foot being omitted for 
greater clearness. Fig. 2 is a front elevation 
of the head of the machine. 

25 are details, showing the connecting mechanism 
between the driving-shaft and the needle-bar. 
Fig. 5" is a detail plan view of the tension de 
vice. Figs. 6 and 7 are partial front eleva 
tions of the lock-stitch mechanism. Figs. 8 
and 9 are detail views of the bobbin-holder for 
the lower thread used informing lock-stitches. 
Fig. 10 is a detail view of the feeding mechan 
ism. Figs. 11, 12, and 12" are partial front 
views of the chain-stitch mechanism. Fig. 

35 11" represents a portion of a needle-bar carry 
ing two needles. Figs. 13 to 17, inclusive, 
are different views of the double-chain-stitch 
mechanism. Fig.18 is an enlarged diagram 
representing a section of fabric sewed with the 
chain-stitch. Figs, 19, 20, and 21 are similar 
views of the double chain, double lock, and 
single chainstitches, respectively. Fig. 22 is 
a front elevation of my machine provided with 
mechanism for forming the double lock-stitch. 

45 Fig. 23 is a sectional view of the driving-wheel 
and its clutch mechanism. Fig. 24 is a sec 
tional view at the linea ac, Fig. 23, looking in 
the direction of the arrow adjacent to said 
line. Figs. 25 and 26 represent my machine 

5o mounted on a table, said figures being in per 

Figs. 3, 4, and 5 
- e. 

spective. Fig. 2 is a plan view of the bob 
bin-supporter and bobbin-case. 

Like letters indicate similar parts in the dif 
ferent figures. 
A indicates the bed or cloth plate of the ma- 55 

chine, to which is secured in any proper man 
ner the bracket-arm B, provided at its forward 
end with the head C, in which the presser-bar 
D and the needle-bar E have their bearings. 
The presser-bar is provided with an ordinary 6o 
presser-foot, D', and the needle-bar with the 
usual eye-pointed needle, E, secured by a suit 
able set-screw, E. - . 
Journaled in brackets G. G', depending from 

the bed-plate A, is the driving-shaft H, pro 
vided with a driving fly and pulley wheel, H'. 
The pulley-wheel may be made separate from 
the fly-wheel, if desired; but I prefer to cast 
them in one piece, as shown. The wheel H . 
is mounted loosely on the shaft H, and is pre- 7O 
vented from coming off from said shaft by a 
hub or collar, H, which is rigidly fixed to 
said shaft by a pin, H, passing through said 
hub and shaft, or in any other suitable man 

The wheel. EI is recessed on one face to 75 
form an annular flange, l, and that part of 
the collar H which is arranged within said 
flange is preferably formed with an annular 
recess, h, in which are secured two lugs, h. h. 
Between these two lugs, and adjacent to the 8o 
lugh', is a dog, h, pivoted on a pin, h, entering 
the collar H. The dog his pivoted somewhat 
eccentrically, as shown, for a reason which will 
presently appear. A light spring, his ar. 
ranged between the lug hand the dog h, said 
spring in the form shown having a bearing 
against said lug and pressing against Said dog. 
Instead of the spiral spring shown, a U-shaped 
plate-spring might be employed, or a curved 
plate-spring could be substituted. In the last 
named instance, said plate-spring could be rig 
idly secured at one end to the collar H within 
the recess h, and in such case it is obvious that 
thelugh might be dispensed with. With either 
form of spring, however, said spring Would 95 
have a tendency to press the dog hagainst the 
lugh, in which position the outer face of the 
dog will be sofar disengaged from the bearing 
surface afforded by the interior of the flange 

of the wheel H that said dog will but just roo 
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barely touch said flange, and said wheel will 
then be free to rotate loosely on the shaft H. 
When the wheel H is turned in the direction 
indicated by arrow 1, Fig. 24, there will be a 
slight frictional contact between the outerface 
of the dog land the interior of the flange h", 
sufficient to overcome the very light stress of 
the spring h", and the dog will then turn on its 
pivot, and, by reason of said dog being eccen 
trically pivoted, its outer face will be caused 
to bite against the inner surface of the flange 
h, thus firmly engaging the wheel and hub or 
collar, and causing the driving-shaft H to turn 
with the wheel. If, however, the wheel be 
turned in the direction indicated by arrow 2, 
Fig. 24, the frictional contact of the dog and 
flange, aided by the spring h", will turn said 
dog on its pivot, throwing it against the lug 
h', in which position it just barely touches the 
inside of the flange h, and it will be held 
against said lug l' by the spring it" while this. 
direction of rotation of the wheel is maintained, 
thus permitting the wheel to run loosely on the 
shaft. The construction above described pre 
vents the driving-shaft from being rotated 
backward or in the wrong direction, which 
might occasion Some disarrangement of the va 
rious stitch-forming mechanisms employed in 
my machine. It also allows the wheels to be 
rotated without imparting motion to the other 
parts of the machine when it is desired to wind 
the bobbin of the lock-stitch mechanism. 

Instead of making the collar H with an an 
nular recess and securing lugs in said recess, 
as above described, a recess of proper form and 
size to accommodate the pivoted dog may be 
cast or otherwise formed in one side only of 
said collar, the walls of said recess in such 
case serving as bearing or abutting surfaces 
for the dog and spring, thus obviating the ne 
cessity of providing separatelugs for this pur 
pose. 
When the pulley is made separate from the 

fly-wheel, the latter will be secured to the shaft 
H, either by being formed integral with the 
collar H” or in any other suitable manner. In 
such case the flange l' will be formed on the 
pulley, and the dog h" and its appurtenances 
will be arranged within said flange, as in the 
instance shown. 
The hangers or brackets G. G', by which the 

driving-shaft His sustained, are provided with 
sleeves or bushings G", surrounding said driv 
ing-shaft, and by means of set-screws of enter 
ing said brackets said bushings may be com 
pressed, When necessary, to compensate for 
wear, thus preventing any looseness of the shaft 
in its bearings. 
To the driving-shaft H, near its rear end,isse 

cured all eccentric, M., by means of a screw, gy, 
passing through a sleeve, G", preferably formed 
integral with said eccentric. A strap, M", 
formed in One piece with or secured to a con 
necting-rod, M, surrounds said eccentric. The 
upper end of said connecting-rod is provided 
with a block, M, made in two pieces, held to 
gether by suitable screws. Said block maybe 
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divided either horizontally, as indicated in 
Fig. 3, or vertically. The block M is pro 
vided with a spherical socket, into which fits 
a ball, n, on the rear end of the needle-lever 
M, pivoted at M within the bracket-arm B, 
the block M being constructed with a flaring 
slot, n', to allow for the free movement of the 
needle-level. The forward end of the needle 
lever is forked, the prongs of the fork embrac 
ing a screw, e, entering the prongs of a forked 
bracket, e, secured to the needle-bar E by a 
set-screw, e". An adjusting-screw, n., passes 
through the prongs of the fork on the needle 
lever, and by means of said screw m” and the 
screw e the prongs of both forks may be prop 
erly adjusted to compensate for wear. 
To the forward end of the shaft. His secured 

a crank-disk, I, into which are tapped two 
holes, i' i', for the reception of the crank-pins 
I and I", which actuate the devices co-oper 
ating with the needle in forming the different 
stitches. The crank-pin I, when screwed into 
the disk I, affords a pivotal bearing for the 
hook or looper J, which is in use when sewing 
lock-stitches. Said hook or looper Jisformed 
integral with or is rigidly secured to an arm, 
J', pivoted to a link, J, which in turn is piv. 
oted to a bracket, K, depending from the un 
der side of the bed-plate of the machine. The 
bracket K is provided with a tapped hole, l, 
for the reception of a thumb-screw, l', by 
which the bobbin-supporteri” is held in place. 
The bobbin-supporter k consists of a lug or 
block branching into two arms having annular 
outer extremities, between which the bobbin 
case is loosely held. Said bobbin-supporter 
is provided with a pivoted spring-arm, le", 
which bears lightly on the bobbin, for the pur 
pose of preventing too free rotation of the same 
in its case, and also for holding it in the case. 
The spring-arm k", being pivoted on the screw 
k', may be swung aside, to permit of the inser 
tion or removal of the bobbin without neces 
sitating the removal of the bobbin-case, if de 
sired. Ordinarily, however, the bobbin-case 
will have to be removed when it is to be thread 
ed. That one of the annular extremities of the 
bobbin-supporter which is nearest to the crank 
disk I is furnished with a finger or guard, k", 
which serves to keep the loop of needle-thread 
formed by and then disengaged from the hook 
or looper J out of the way of said hook or 
looper when it is moving forward to seize and 
expand the succeeding loop. 
L is the bobbin case or holder, which is bev 

eled both ways from the center to form a sharp 
edge, which will easily divide the loops of nee 
dle-thread. Said bobbin-caseis furnished with 
a pin, l, on which is journaled the bobbin L, 
carrying the lower or locking thread. The 
bobbin-case is provided with a tension-spring, 
l, the stress of which is regulated by means of 
an adjusting-screw, l, the free end of said 
spring bearing on a lug or projection, l. The 
extremity of the tension-spring is forked for 

75 

95 

IOO 

IO 

II5 

I 25 

the purpose of preventing lateral displace 
ment of the bobbin-thread. The bobbin-case 
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is provided with a slot or channel, t, leading 
from the bobbin-cavity to the periphery of 
the case. 
through the slot or channell, over the lug or 
projectioni, and beneath the tension-spring l. 
The operation of the above-described mech 

anism is as follows: Motion being imparted to 
the driving-shaft H, the eccentric M, by means 
of its connections with the needle-bar, imparts 

IO vertical reciprocating motion to the latter and 
to the needle. When the needle has descend: 
ed to its lowest point and commenced its up 
ward movement, it throws out a loop of thread, 
which is then seized by the looper or hook J, 
as indicated in Fig. 6. The needle continues 
its upward movement, while the looper or 
hook passes around and below the bobbin 
case and bobbin, carrying with it the expand 
ed loop of needle-thread, as represented in 
Fig. 7. It is obvious that when the looper or 
hook has passed the horizontal plane (indi 

25 

35 

of its connections J J' with the bracket K, it 

45 

cated by the dotted line 1, Fig. 7) of the axis of 
the driving-shaft H, around which said looper 
or hook rotates, the said hook will be moving 
backward, or from its point, instead of for 
ward, or toward its point, as it does when 
above said dottedline. This movement would 
result in the disengagement of the loop of nee 
de-thread from the hook, but for the little 
shoulder i, formed thereon. Thus the loop is 
carried past the center of the bobbin-case and 
bobbin, (indicated by the vertical dotted line 
2, Fig. 7,) so that when it is pulled up or tight 
ened into the cloth by the drawingofthe thread, . 
during the formation and expansion of the next 
succeeding loop it will bedrawn entirely around 
the bobbin and the locking-thread running 
therefrom to the fabric. After the hook or 
looper Jhas passed the verticalline 2 in its con 
tinued revolution, it moves upward as well as 
backward, and, being properly tilted by means 
backs out of and thus becomes disengaged from 
the loop, which is left to be tightened, as just 
described. The loop, after being thus disen 
gaged from the hook or looper, is held out of 
the way of the latter as it goes forward to seize 
the succeeding loop by the finger or guard le", 
above described. 
When it is desirable to sew a stronger Seam 

than that afforded by the Ordinary lock 

55 

stitch-as, for example, when sewing sails or 
other heavy work-the needle E (which is se 
cured in a hole drilled concentric with the axis 
of the needle-bar) is removed, and two needles, 
E. E., Figs. 11" and 22, are secured in holes 
formed on either side of the hole for the needle 
E, the said needles EE being secured to the 
needle-bar by set-screws e'e', Fig.11", Orin any . 
other suitable manner, as by a single set-Screw 
and clamping-jaw. It will be observed that 
these needles E E are arranged one before 
the other in the line of the movement of the 
work. By using two needles instead of one, the 
double lock-stitch represented in Fig. 20 will be 
formed, the hook or looper carrying the threads 

The thread passes from the bobbin 

of both needles around the locking-thread with 
the same facility that it carries the thread of a 
single needle around said locking-thread. 
The double lock-stitch, in addition to the 

uses above suggested, may be employed in 
embroidering or ornamenting fabrics-a very 
pleasing effect, much resembling a tri-colored 
cord, being produced by using three threads 
of different colors. 
When sewing with two needles, the feed will 

75 - 

be so adjusted that the work will be moved at 
each stitch a distance which will be equal to 
half the distance between the two needles; or, in 
other words, the needles will be arranged one 
before the other in the iine of the feed a dis 
tance apart equal to twice the length of the 
stitches to be sewed, as determined by the 
length of the feed. Thus the hinder needle 
will, at each descent, pierce the fabric being 
sewed at a point between the two punctures 
made at the previous descent YE 
dles, and a double seam of needle-threadin 
terlocked by a single bobbin-thread will be 
produced. If desired, more than two needles 
may be employed in a similar manner with a 
single looper andlocking-thread; and when it 
is necessary to add to the strength of the seam, 
or to increase the ornamental effect when em 
broidering, the locking-thread may be much 
larger and stronger than the needle-threads, or 
may even be a small cord of variegated colors, 
or otherwise. w 
If it is desirable to vary the lengths of the 

stitches when sewing with two needles, inter 
changeable needle - bars, or needle - carrying 
blocks having the needle-holes at varying dis 
tances apart, may be furnished. 
When it is necessary to change from lock to 

chainstitches, the bobbin-supporter, with the 
bobbin-case and bobbin, is removed by talk 

9O 
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ing out the thumb-screw k'. The screw crank- . 
pin I is then removed, and the looper J J', be 
ing thus released from the disk I, may be 
thrown back to the position indicated in dot 
ted lines in Fig. 6, where it will be out of the 
way of the chain-stitch looper; or, instead of 
thus removing the bobbin-supporter and bob 
bin and throwing back the looper, the bracket 
K may be secured to the bed-plate Aby a ver 
tically - arranged screw - pin, which may be 
slightly loosened to permit said bracket to be 
turned horizontally on said screw-pin as a 
pivot, thus swinging the parts attached there 
to outward away from the disk and the chain 
stitch looper. The crank-pin I will then be 
inserted in the hole i' of the disk. I, when the 
machine will be in readiness to apply the chain 
stitch looper. . - 
N is the vibratory chain-stitch looper, one 

arm of which is constructed with a cam-slot, 
N', of the proper form to give the requisite 
movements to said looper when engaged by the 
rotary crank-pin I. The looper N is pivoted 
to a detachable arm, N', by a screw-pin, n, the 
said arm being secured to the bracket K by 

O 

II5. 

the thumb-screw N, which enters a hole tapped 
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ond loop and drawing it through the first. 
: 2O 

... shown in Fig. 21, the new loops being succes 

dles may also be employed with the chain 

two seams of single chain-stitches, one sewed 

3 5 
employing threads of different colors. 

45 

55 

other articles will be formed. 

in said bracket. The arm N' is steadied by 
dowel-pins in engaging suitable recesses in the 
bracket K'. . 

The operation of the chain-stitch mechanism 
is as follows: When the needle has descended 
to its lowest point and has commenced to rise, 
the loop of thread then thrown out by said 
needle will be seized by the vibrating looper, 
by which it will be held until the needle de 
scends at the formation of the next stitch, car 
rying the second loop through the first loop. 
The looper moves backward as the needle is 
coming down, so that the first loop will be 
held in proper position for the needle to pass 
the second loop through the first, the looper 
then backing out of or casting off the first loop. 
As the needle begins to rise the looper again 
moves forward, seizing and holding the sec 
These operations are repeated indefinitely 
during the formation of the chain-stitches 
sively drawn through the old ones. Two nee 

stitch looper, in which case a double series of 
chain-stitches will be formed very much like 
over the other; but with two needles and nee 
dle-threads and a single looper, the loops of 
one needle-thread will be of double length. 
IBy these means a strong and close Seamuse 
ful in the manufacture of grain-bags and some 

This seam can 
also be used for embroidering, as referred to 
in connection with the double lock-stitch, by 
The double chain-stitch, (shown in Fig. 19, 

also known as the “Grover & Baker,’’ ‘‘dou 
ble - loop, and “ embroidering stitch, is 
formed by means of the mechanism represent 
ed in Figs. 13 to 17, inclusive. When either 
of the looping mechanisms above described 
has been removed, a supporting-plate, P, is 
secured to the brackets K R by means of the 
thumb-screw N, used for securing the arm 
which sustains the chain-stitch looper. Dow 
el-pins pp', which enter holes formed in the 
brackets KK", assist in steadying the support 
ing-plate P. To the plate P is secured a pin, 
P', on which is pivoted an arm, P., provided 
with a curved slot, p, engaged by the crank 
pin I of the disk I. To the arm P' is pivoted, 
by means of a pin, p", the looper-carrier P, to 
which is secured the double-chain-stitch loop 
er P'. The looper-carrier, being thus pivoted 
to the arm P', is capable of being vibrated in 
a plane at right angles to the plane of the 
movement of the said arm. To the crank 
disk I is removably Secured, by means of a 
screw and one or more dowel-pins, the cam 
disk P', provided with a segmental face-cam, 
P, which latter, in its revolution, engages a 
pin, P, secured to the looper-carrier P, thus 
moving said looper-carrier outward in oppo 
sition to the action of a spring-arm, P, piv 
oted on the pin P, and vibrating with the 
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arm P' and looper-carrier IP. In any Suita 
ble position beneath the bed-plate is support 
ed a spool, Q, from which the lower or inter 
looping thread passes through an eye, 8, in a 
light take-up spring, g, and thence through 
eyes in the looper P', as in the well-known 
Grover & Baker machine. 
The double chain-stitch shown in Fig. 19 

is formed by the mechanism just above de 
scribed in substantially the same manner as in 
the Grover & Baker machine above referred 
to. The needle descends to its lowest point, 
and as it begins its upward lanovement the 
looper, receiving its movement from the crank 
pin I", working in the curved slot p, moves 
forward and seizes the loop of needle-thread, 
as indicated in Fig.15. As the needle con 
tinues its ascent the face-cam P' comes in con 
tact with the pin P on the looper-carrier P', 
and swings the looper-carrier and looper slight 
ly outward to the position shown in Fig. 17, 
so that when the needle again descends it 
passes between the looper and the thread of the 
latter, thus carrying a loop of the needle-thread 
through a loop of the looper-thread. The 
looper then retreats, backing out of or casting 
off the loop of the needle-thread, and as soon 
as the face-cam. P has passed beyond the pin 
P the looper returns to its first position under 
the stress of the spring-arm P', which presses 
against the looper-carrier. The needle has in 
the meantime continued to descend, carrying 
a new loop through the old loop of needle 
thread cast off from the looper, and as said 
needle again begins to rise the looper again 
moves forward and seizes the new loop of nee 
dle-thread and draws it through the old one. 
Thus the operation continues, the loops of nee 
dle and looper threads being passed alternate 
ly through each other and tightened into the 
fabric by the upward and backward move 
ments of the needle-bar and looper, respect 
ively. When the looper is to be threaded, the 
spring-arm P' is swung aside, as shown in Fig. 
16, thus permitting the looper-carrier and 
looper to be turned outward, as indicated by 
dotted lines in Fig. 15, in which position the 
looper Will be readily accessible to the oper 
atOl'. 

It will be observed from the drawings and 
the foregoing description that all of the loop 
ers are so arranged relative to the needle that 
they take the loops of thread from the inside 
of said needle, or from the side thereof which 
is nearest to the crank-disk I. This arrange 
lment of looper's relative to the needle insures 
compactness in the construction of the oper 
atting mechanism of said loopers, and in the 
case of the lock-stitch looper it permits of the 
use of a shorter looping-hook, and consequent 
ly a hook which may travelin a circle of lesser 
diameter than a hook which is arranged to 
co-operate with the needle from the outside 
thereof, as in the machine formerly known as the “Elliptic. 
The feeding mechanism, which is shown in 
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Figs. 1 and 10, consists of an eccentric, R, 
mounted on the driving-shaft H, said eccen 
tic being surrounded by an eccentric-strap, 
R, formed integral with or secured to a feed 
lever, R, the upper end of which has an an 
gular offset or projection carrying the feed 
dog or feeding-surface R, which latteris pref. 
erably slotted for the passage of the needle, so 
that it may engage the fabric on both sides 
thereof. The lever Risprovided with a slot, 
r, in which is arranged a pin, r", carried by 
an adjusting-lever, R, pivoted at "to a lug, 
R, depending from the bed-plate A. The le. 
ver R is provided with a handle, R., by means 
of which it maybe turned on the pivot", thus 
adjusting the pin r", which serves as a fulcrum 
for the lever R nearer to or farther from the 
eccentric R, and thereby regulating the throw 
of the feed-dog R in a well-known manner. 
Adjacent to the handle R of the regulating 
lever R is arranged an index-plate, R', by 
Which the proper position of said lever to se 
cure any desired length of stitch may easily 
be determined. The lever R is slightly re 
silient, and is arranged to have, when in its 
normal position, a slight pressure against the 
index-plate R, and said lever may be pro 
vided with a holding-pin entering recesses in 
the index-plate, as indicated in Fig. 10. By 
this construction the regulating-lever will be 
maintained against accidental displacement 
in any position to which it may be adjusted. 
Instead of the construction just above de 

scribed, the regulating-lever may be provided 
With a sharpened lug or projection and the 
index-plate with a series of notches for secur 
ing the said lever in place; or, if desired, the 
reverse of either of these constructions may be 
employed-that is, the index-plate may have 
a series of projections engaging a recessin the 
regulating-lever. .. 

Instead of slotting the feed-lever and ar 
ranging a pin in said slot to serve as a fulcrum 
for said lever, it is obvious that a sleeve sur 
rounding said feed-lever and swiveled to the 
regulating-lever may be employed. In such 
case the feed-lever, in its up and down move 
ments, will slide through said sleeve, and the 
latter will turn to permit of the oscillatory 
movements of the lever. 
From the foregoing description it will be 

readily understood that as the eccentric Rro 
tates with the shaft H the feed-dog R on the 
upper end of the feed-lever R will be caused 

55 to travel in an elliptical path, moving upward 
to engage the fabric being sewed, then for 
ward to carry the fabric along under the nee 
dle, next descending to be disengaged from the 
fabric, and then returning to its first position. 

6O It will be observed that all of these move 
ments are positive, and a strong silent feed is 
thus secured. . . . . 
The tension device for the needle-thread 

consists of a pair of disks, tt, through which 
65 passes a rod, T, arranged vertically in the 

head C of the machine. The said rod Tpasses 

O 
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through the upper cross-bar, c, of the head C, 

5. 

and enters loosely into a socket formed in the 
lower cross-bar, c, of said head. To the rod 
T is secured a collar, t, and between said col- 7o 
lar and the cross-bar e is arranged a spiral 
spring, T. The upper end of the bar T is, 
threaded, and on said threaded portion is ar 
ranged a regulating thumb-nut, T, bearing 
directly on the disk t, or on an intermediate 
washer placed loosely on the bar T, and by 
turning said thumb-nut in either direction 
the stress of the spring T, which has a tend 
ency to draw the bar T downward, and thus 
compress the disks together between the 
thumb-nut and the cross-bar c, may be ad 
justed, and the tension on the thread passing 
between said disks thereby regulated. The 
upper disk, t, is provided with two notches in 
its opposite edges, in which notches arear- 85 
ranged two pins, it, secured to the lower disk, 
t", said pins projecting slightly above the top of 
the upper disk. The needle-thread it, which 
is carried by a spool, U, sustained by a spool 
post, U", on the bracket-arm B, is drawn first 
into one of the notches of the diskt, where it is 
held by the pint. Next it is drawn partly 
around the bar T, betweenthe diskstt, and into 
the other notch of the diskt, whereitislikewise 
held by the pint. The thread is then passed 
through suitable guide-eyes, secured to the 
head C and the needle-bar E, to the eye of the 
needle. When two needles are to be used, a 
spool-pin of sufficient length to accommodate 
two spools will be provided; or separate pins 
for each spool may be mounted on the brack 
et-arm B. In such case both threads can be 
subjected to the action of the same tension 
device, from which they may pass through 
the same or through separate guide-eyes to . 
the needles. When lock or double lock 
stitches are being formed, the loops of needle 
thread are drawn up and tightened by the 
formation and expansion of the succeeding 
loops, as hereinbefore described; but when 
chain or double chainstitches are being formed 
the needle-thread is passed from the tension 
device through a loop or guide-eye, V, attached 
to the needle-bar, the thread running thence 
through the guide-eyes on the front of the head 
C to the needle. Thus when the thread passes 
through the loop W said loop serves as a take 
up to tighten the thread at each stitch as the 
needle-bar rises. 
To steady the needle in its vertical recipro 

cations, and to afford proper bearings for the 
same, the cross-bars c cofthe head C, through 
which the needle-bar passes, are provided 
with sleeves or bushings co, the former pref 
erably extending below the upper cross-bar, 
c, and the latter projecting upward from the 
lower cross-bar, c'. If desired, however, said 
sleeves may extend above and below both of 
said cross-bars; but I do not claim this fea 
ture in this case, as I reserve the right to I3o 
make it the subject-matter of a separate ap 
plication. -' 

It has been found that it is sometimes de 
sirable to place the sewing-machine in differ 
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ent positions on the table, for the purpose of 
enabling the operator to sit in different posi 
tions, or to permit one person to actuate the 
treadle while another guides and handles the 
work. 

lar support or stand, W, sustained in a circul 
lar opening in the table W" by means of an 
annular flange or lip in the lower side of said 

IO opening. The pitman ac, which conveys mo 

To this end I have shown (see Figs. 
25 and 26) my machine mounted on a circu 

tion from the treadle W to the driving-wheel 
ac, is connected to said treadle by a ball-and 
socket, joint at ac'. The driving-wheel ac' is 
journaled in a bracket, ac", depending from the 
circular stand W, and said bracket and driving 
wheel are therefore moved with said stand as 
the latter and the sewing-machine secured 
thereto are turned in different positions, while 
the pitman to and treadle Wretain their op 
erative connection in whatever position the 
sewing-machine may be placed by virtue of 
their ball-and-socket connection. As the right 
to make this feature the subject-matter of a 
separate application is hereby expressly re 
served, no claim thereto is made in this case. 25. 

Having thus described my invention, Iclaim 
as new and desiretosecure by Letters Patent 

1. The combination of a needle-bar, a forleed 
bracket secured thereto, and a pin passing 
through said bracket, with a needle-lever hav 
ing its ends arranged in the fork of said bracket, 
the outer end of said needle-lever being forked 
to embrace the pin passing through the fork 
of said bracket, substantially as set forth. 

35 2. The combination of a needle-bar, a forked 
bracket secured thereto, a screw-pin passing 
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through the fork of said bracket and adapted 
to compress the same, with a needle-lever ex 
tending into the fork of said bracket and hav 
ing its end forked to embrace said pin, and 
means for compressing the fork on the end of 
the needle-lever to compensate for wear, sub 
stantially as set forth. 

3. The combination, with the driving-shaft 
having an eccentric thereon, a conuecting-rod 
adapted to be operated by said eccentric, and 
a block secured to said connecting-rod, said 
block being formed in two portions and pro 
vided with a spherical socket and a flaring 
opening or slot extending outward from said 
Socket, of a needle-lever having at its end a 
ball fitting said spherical socket, substantially 
as set forth. 

4. The combination, with a needle-bar car 
lying two needles, mechanism for operating 
said needle-bar, a bobbin-supporter having a 
finger or guard, as described, and a bobbin 
case and bobbin sustained by said bobbin-sup 
porter, of a rotary hook or looper adapted 
to carry the threads of both needles around 
said bobbin-case and bobbin, substantially as 
set forth. 

5. The combination, with the bobbin-case 
provided with an interior cavity for the bob 
bin, and a thread-passage running from said 
cavity to the periphery of said case, of a ten 
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sion-spring arranged on the outside of said 
bobbin-case, and a lug or projection on which 
the end of said tension-spring bears, substan 
tially as set forth. - 

6. The combination, with a needle-bar car 
rying several needles, of a stationary bobbin 
case and bobbin and a rotary hook serving to 
carry the threads of said needles around said 
bobbin-case and bobbin, substantially as set 
forth. - 

7. The combination, with a needle-bar car 
rying several needles, arranged one before the 
other in the line of the movement of the work, 
of a stationary bobbin-case and bobbin, a ro 
tary hook serving to carry the threads of said 
needles around said bobbin-case and bobbin, 
and a feeding mechanism serving to move the 
fabric being sewed a suitable distance to en 
able the rear needle to pierce the fabric be 
tween the punctures made by the needles at 
their previous descent, substantially as set 
forth. - 

S. The combination, with a needle-bar car 
lying several needles, a stationary bobbin 
case and bobbin, and a rotary hook serving to 
carry the threads of said needles around said 
bobbin-case and bobbin, of a feeding mechan 
ism consisting of an eccentric mounted on the 
driving-shaft, a strap surrounding said eccen 
tric, a feed-lever secured to or formed integral 
With said strap, and carrying at its free end a 
suitable feeding-surface, and means for regul 
lating the throw of said feeding-surface, sub 
stantially as described. . . . . 

9. The combination, with a needle-bar car 
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rying several needles, a stationary bobbin 
case and bobbin, and a rotary hook serving to 
carry the threads of said needles around said 
bobbin-case and bobbin, of a feeding mechan 
ism consisting of an eccentric mounted on the 
driving-shaft, a feed-lever connected with said 
eccentric, and having at its free end a feeding 
surface, and an adjustable lever carrying a full 
crum for said feed-lever, substantially as set 
forth. . 

10. The combination, with a needle and 
mechanism for actuating the same, of a vibra 
tory looper adapted to co-operate with said 
needle in forming chain-stitches, said looper 
being pivoted near its center, and having one 
of its arms formed with a curved slot and the 
other with a looping-hook, substantially as 
set forth. 

11. The combination, with a vibratory chain 
stitch looper pivoted near its center, and hav 
ing a curved slot in one of its arms and a loop 
ing-hook on the other, of a rotary disk carry 
ing a crank-pin adapted to work in the slotted 
arm of the looper for operating the same, sub 
stantially as set forth. 

12. The combination, with the bed-plate 
having a bracket depending therefrom, an arm 
removably secured to said bracket, and a vi 
bratory chain-stitch looper pivoted to said 
arm, one arm of said looper being provided 
with a curved slot and the other with a loop 
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ing-hook, of a rotary disk carrying a crank 
pin adapted to workin the slotted arm of said 
looper, Substantially as set forth. - 
13. The combination, with a vibratory double 

chain-stitch looper adapted to carry an inter 
looping thread, of a supporting-plate to which 
said looper is pivoted, and means for detach 
ably securing said supporting-plate to the bed 
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plate of the machine, as set forth. 
14. The combination, with a vibratory double 

chain-stitch looper adapted to carry an inter 
looping thread, of a supporting-plate to which 
said looper is pivoted, two brackets depending 
from the bed-plate of the machine for sustain 
ing Said supporting-plate, and means for de 
tachably securing said supporting-plate to said 
brackets, substantially as set forth. 
15. The combination, with a vibratory double 

chain-stitch looper, of a supporting-plate pro 
Vided with a pin, an arm pivoted on said pin, 
a looper-carrierpivoted in said arm, and mech 
anism for vibrating said looper-carrier in two 
planes which are at right angles to each other, 
substantially as set forth. 

16. The combination, with a vibratory double 
chain-stitch looper, of a supporting-plate pro 
vided With a pin, an arm pivoted on said pin 
and provided with a curved slot, a rotary 
crank-pin working in said slot and serving to 
vibrate said arm, a looper-carrier pivoted in 
said arm, and mechanism for vibrating said 
looper-carrier at right angles to the direction 
of the vibration of said arm, substantially as 
described. - 

17. The combination, with a vibratory double 
chain-stitch looper, of a supporting-plate pro 
vided with a pin, an arm pivoted to said pin 
and having formed therein a curved slot, a 
rotary crank-pin working in said slot, a 
looper-carrier pivoted to said arm, a pin on 
said looper-carrier, a rotary face-cam adapted 
to engage said pin at proper intervals, and a 
pivoted Spring - arm serving to move said 
looper-carrier in a direction opposite to that 
in which it is moved by said face-cam, sub 
stantially as set forth. . . 

18. The combination, with a vibratoryldouble 
chain-stitch looper, of a supporting-plate pro 
vided With a pin, an arm pivoted to said pin, 
mechanism for vibrating said arm, a looper 
carrier pivoted to said arm, a pin on said 
looper-carrier, a rotary face-cam adapted to 
engage said pin at proper intervals and move 
it in one direction, and a pivoted spring-arm 
Serving to move said looper-carrier in a di 
rection opposite to that in which it is moved 
by said face-cam, substantially as described. 

19. A tension device consisting of the com 
bination of a pair of disks, one of which is 
provided with two oppositely-arranged pins 
and the other with two notches in its oppo 
site edges somewhat larger than said pins, a 
spindle or bar on which said disks are mount 

ed, and means for compressing them together, 
substantially as set forth. 

20. A tension device consisting of the com 
bination of a pair of disks, one of which is provided with two oppositely-arranged pins 
and the other with two notches in its oppo 
site edges somewhat larger than said pins, a 
spindle or bar on which said disks are mount 
ed, means for compressing said disks together, 
and means for varying the pressure of said 
disks, substantially as described. 

21. The combination, with the head C, hav 
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ing the cross-bars c and c, of the bar T, passing 
through a hole in the cross-bar c and entering 
a socket in the cross-bar c', a pair of tension 
disks mounted on said bar, and means for com 
pressing said disks together and for varying 
their pressure, substantially as set forth. 

22. The combination, with the head C, hav 
ing the cross-bars c and c, of the bar T, Sup 
ported in said cross-bars, and having mounted 
thereon a pair of tension-disks, a collar, t, 
secured to said bar T, a spring, T, arranged 
on said barbetween said collar and the cross 
bar c, and a thumb-nut, T, for adjusting the 
pressure of said spring, substantially as set 
forth. w 

23. The combination, with the driving-shaft, 
of a pulley-wheel mounted loosely thereon, and 
having an interior bearing-surface, a collar 
fixed to said shaft, and provided with a recess 
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having two abutting surfaces, a pivoted dog 95 
connected to said collar and arranged within 
said recess, and a spring, also arranged within 
said recess and bearing against Said dog and 
one of said abutting surfaces, whereby when 
said wheel is turned in one direction the dog 
will be engaged therewith and the wheel and 
shaft will be caused to rotate together, but 
when said wheel is turned in the opposite di 
rection the dog will be disengaged therefrom 
and the wheel will be free to run loosely on 
the shaft, substantially as set forth. 

24. The combination, with the driving-shaft, 
of a pulley-wheel mounted loosely thereon, and 
recessed on one face to form an annular flange, 
a collar fixed to said shaft and provided With 
an annular recess, two lugs fixed to said col 
lar within said recess, a dog pivoted to said 
collar within said recess and between said 

said dog and one of said lugs, whereby said 
wheel will be caused to rotate said shaft when 
turned in one direction, but will be enabled 
to run loosely on said shaft when turned in 
the opposite direction, as set forth. 
In testimony whereof Iaffix my signature in 

presence of two witnesses. 
JOHN W. POST. 

Witnesses: - 

VINTON COOMBs, 
HENRY CALVER. 
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lugs, and a spring arranged to bear against 
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